On Dec 15, 2014, at 11:33 AM, Phil Olbrechts <olbrechtslaw@gmail.com> wrote:

The extension requests made by Ms. Bryant and the City are granted. The materials submitted by the applicant on the day of hearing were very extensive and Ms. Bryant did not have an adequate opportunity to determine how much time she needed to respond until she actually had a chance to review the documents. YB is given a long response period because of the 12/22 holiday week. The City has not requested an opportunity to respond to the wetlands report. If it wants the opportunity (which should be expressed), the deadline would be 12/23. The schedule is posted below:

12/12 – Yarrow Bay Deadline to object to admission of Exhibits 78 (Proctor), 90 (SBD BDMC Excerpts), and 94 (Reynolds). Yarrow Bay filed no objections on Friday.
12/17 – Citizen Deadline for written rebuttal to Yarrow Bay exhibits from the hearing (emails to go to MDRT team)
12/22 – City Deadline for written response to Yarrow Bay exhibits from the hearing as well as citizen response to exhibits (emails to go to MDRT team) 
12/19 – K. Bryant/Save Black Diamond deadline to file a wetlands expert report (emails to go to MDRT team)
12/29, 1 p.m. – Continued hearing (possibly by teleconference) for limited purpose of cross-exam and re-direct of SBD Wetland expert (if Yarrow Bay requests cross-exam); Yarrow Bay reply to City and Bryant responses, as well as Bryant wetlands report (if no cross requested), due by 5:00 pm (emails to go to MDRT team)